
Contact ITC Secure: enquiries@itcsecure.com or +44 (0) 20 7517 3900

Contact Condatis: info@condatis.com or +44 (0) 800 538 5533

IAM FOR SUCCESS:

7-DAY ASSESSMENT

ITC Secure, in partnership with Condatis, are offering an end-to-end identity

assessment focusing on how your organisation secures and manages

traditional internal and external identities, as well as how Verifiable

Credentials can enhance and streamline identity and security.

ITC Secure will run a series of workshops using a combined approach and provide

you with a scoring system derived from Microsoft best practices to identify your

current state.

The assessment is combined with a prioritised set of actionable recommendations

and the benefits to your organisation, highlighting the Azure products and features

already paid for that you can leverage further.



For more information please contact us at: enquiries@itcsecure.com or 020 7517 3900

KEY FEATURES

Held over 5-7 days, ITC and Condatis will run a series of workshops

and interviews with the key stakeholders within your organisation –

providing us the chance to learn about you and creating an

opportunity for you to explore Identity with some of the leading

industry experts. Taking the details and environment of your

business into account, this is blended with an objective scoring

system derived from Microsoft best practices and covering Identity

as a whole, rather than the more regular "internal and external silos".

These workshops combine to prepare a report, providing a rich

understanding of identity and identity management across your

organisation, highlighting potential gaps or opportunities for quick

wins, with a prioritised set of actions and their benefits to your

organisation for easy digestion and communication.

SOLUTION OVERVIEW WHY ITC

ITC Secure (ITC) is an advisory-

led cyber security services 

provider.

The company has a 25+ year 

track record of delivering 

business-critical services to over 

300 global blue-chip 

organisations, bringing together 

the best minds in security, a 

relentless focus on customer 

service, and advanced 

technological expertise to help 

businesses succeed.

ITC serves global organisations 

from its locations in the UK and 

US with a world-class team of 

cyber consultants, technical 

designers, and cyber experts.

Condatis is a UK leader for 

bespoke external identity 

solutions that streamline IT 

infrastructures to drive growth, 

reduce friction and improve 

security. 

Condatis is one of only four 

global partners chosen by 

Microsoft to assist customer with 

Azure AD Verifiable Credentials 

implementation. 

We support our customers 

technical team to guide them 

through strategy, design, 

deployment, and technology 

support.
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Situational Analysis

• Workshops with key stakeholders

• Structured interview process ensuring coverage of 

entire identity landscape

• Maturity model linked back to Microsoft best practice

Focus on Visibility and Benefit

• Clear and objective measure of identity maturity

• Understand identity posture in detail

• Metrics for tracking of identity maturity over time

Actionable Recommendations

• Prioritised actions for your organisation with clear 

benefit rather than “ivory tower” or “tick box” offers.

• Recommendations aligned to organisational needs 

and Microsoft best practice

• Links to show objective improvement against your 

maturity score

• Gain clear understanding of your current identity posture

• Opportunity to explore Identity with leading industry experts

• Identity maturity assessment based on Microsoft best practice

• Focus attention on areas that will benefit most

• Support business cases with objective data

• Prioritised action plan for next steps

KEY FEATURES

BENEFITS

WHY CONDATIS


